NARST-CREATE PRESENTERS 3/31-4/3/19

**Joseph S. Krajcik** ST10: Reconceptualizing Alignment for NGSS Assessments - 03/31/2019 04:20 pm to 05:50 pm, ST12:RP-Using Technology to Promote Students' Modeling Practice and Complex Systems Thinking - 04/01/2019 09:30 am to 11:00 am, ST8:SC-Papers-Considerations for Curricular and Materials Decisions - 04/01/2019 01:15 pm to 02:45 pm, ST1: Clarifying the Role(s) of the Crosscutting Concepts in Science and Engineering Learning - 04/02/2019 10:00 am to 11:30 am, ST1:SC-Papers-Concepts in Physics - 04/03/2019 01:30 pm to 03:00 pm

**Angela D. Kolonich** ST10:SC-Papers-Evolution and genetics - 04/03/2019 08:00 am to 09:30 am

**Consuelo J. Morales** ST12:RP-Using Technology to Promote Students' Modeling Practice and Complex Systems Thinking - 04/01/2019 09:30 am to 11:00 am, ST10:SC-Papers-Supporting teachers in development, assessment, and instruction - part II - 04/02/2019 10:00 am to 11:30 am

**Lauren Jescovitch** ST10:RP-Measuring Complex Constructs in Science Education: Applications of Automated Analysis - 04/02/2019 02:30 pm to 04:00 pm, ST5:SC-Papers-Curricular innovations for student learning - 04/03/2019 08:00 am to 09:30 am

**Marisol M Santiago** ST11:SC-Papers-Explorations in Teaching Science to Multilingual and Other Marginalized Learners - 04/01/2019 11:15 am to 12:45 pm

Marisol Mercado Santiago ST10:RP-Measuring Complex Constructs in Science Education: Applications of Automated Analysis - 04/02/2019 02:30 pm to 04:00 pm

**Samuel Severance** ST8:SC-Papers-Considerations for Curricular and Materials Decisions - 04/01/2019 01:15 pm to 02:45 pm, ST10:SC-Papers-Supporting teachers in development, assessment, and instruction - part II - 04/02/2019 10:00 am to 11:30 am

**Xiaoming Zhai** ST2:SC-Papers-Contextualized Science Learning - 04/01/2019 11:15 am to 12:45 pm